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Introduction

Innovation and regulations force manufacturers to change or discontinue products – with
steadily increasing numbers. Along the supply chain more and more companies are affected
by changes that lead to obsolescence issues and require more and more effort to overcome
obsolescence and mitigate risks. Today, the majority of product change and discontinuation
notifications (abbreviated PCN) are “paper” based – even if they are drafted as PDF. They
require manual processing which can no longer be afforded due to cost and time limitations
but also due to the limited availability of experienced experts.
For the fast increasing amount of PCN requiring immediate processing there is only one
remedy: digitalisation of the obsolescence management process and standardisation of
machine readable PCN.
The smartPCN 2.0 format, introduced in 2016 by COG Germany, already fulfils the basic
requirements of standardised and machine readable PCN – proven by more than 14,000
smartPCN data sets covering more than 800,000 parts/items.
In 2017, a working group at the VDMA e.V. (Verein Deutscher Maschinen- und
Anlagenbau/Mechanical Engineering Industry Association of Germany) adopted the
smartPCN format, and extended as well as improved it in order to
• allow PCN to be generated for systems and machineries involving a multitude of
different items
• add flexibility to cover future requirements
• allow for future extensions by industry-specific definitions.
The VDMA specification24903 released in December 2017 describes the minimum
requirements and defines the complete data structure including the information units
previously defined by smartPCN2.0.
In addition, the naming convention has been adapted to the upcoming new release of IEC
62402 (committee draft summer 2017). Since smartPCN 3.0 can be applied to any kind of
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product, material, component, service, software or even a complete system, the term “part”
is no longer used and replaced by the term “item”.
Furthermore, several information units that had been included in smartPCN 2.0 at PCN level,
have been moved to item level in order to allow for a mix of different items with different
life cycle data within one PCN. For details please refer to chapter 2.
This specification describes the details of the smartPCN 3.0 standard.
Note: within the draft standard IEC 62402, “parts/products” no longer exist. All objects that
are described by a PCN are called “items”. For a better understanding and readability of this
specification, the parts or products described by a PCN are a synonym for items as well.
The term PCN (product change notification) also includes PDN (product discontinuation). A
PDN is simply a special type of PCN.

2

Basics of smartPCN

The smartPCN format is developed and maintained by COG Germany within the smartPCN
working group.
The motivation of smartPCN is to get rid of the countless different formats for product
change notifications used in all types of industries. Nowadays, most of the product change
notifications are based on text documents, mostly distributed as PDF.
In addition, there are no commonly defined terms.
A PCN must be processed solely by humans. Usually information must be extracted manually
and entered manually into a company’s data systems for further processing. Thus, this task
requires a great deal of effort and is error prone.
COG has come up with the digital standard smartPCN. A short introductory video can be
found on the smartPCN homepage (see www.smartpcn.org). The goal of smartPCN is to
reduce the time and effort needed for processing PCN and therefore to reduce the overall
obsolescence risks.

2.1 The smartPCN architecture
A smartPCN file is a ZIP container that holds an XML file with machine readable data
according to the smartPCN standard. Included is a directory for attachments, where all kind
of supplementary information (e.g. drawings, reports, specification, descriptions) can be
stored.
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Figure 1: smartPCN basic architecture

2.2 Application of smartPCN
SmartPCN is applicable at every stage of the supply chain.
In the electronics industry, many PCN are released every day by a great number of
manufacturers. Due to the vast amount of changes and discontinuations caused by the high
speed of innovation and the highly volatile component market, the first field of application
of smartPCN are electronic and electrical components.
The most important argument in favour of smartPCN is the digitally readable and
processable content. Product and change categories are standardised terms and – most
important – item order numbers, descriptions and lifecycle data are available for immediate
processing.
A manufacturer can provide all PCN in parallel as smartPCN data sets. This allows the
customer both to adapt step by step to smartPCN and to easily identify the affected
products.
A distributor usually sends information of changed or discontinued parts to its customers,
providing order numbers or customer specific part numbers. Usually the information is
provided in an email with appended PDF documents or spreadsheets, which of course are all
in a distributor-specific format. With smartPCN, order numbers and customer part numbers
can simply be added to an existing smartPCN file, thus allowing for standardised and
efficient processing both at distributor and customer side.
An electronic manufacturing service is able to provide automatically generated smartPCN for
its customers. Those smartPCN include the original smartPCN but also provide information
about possible product modifications.
A manufacturer of industrial control systems is able to provide smartPCN for the various
components like connectors, sensors, modules, actuators, software, firmware and
documentation.
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It is possible to set up database services providing smartPCN that have been converted from
conventional PCN and to develop software systems as standard solutions. The latter are able
to automatically search for smartPCN in cloud databases and to process smartPCN as part of
obsolescence management.
Finally it is possible to completely digitalise the information flow in obsolescence
management (Digital Obsolescence Management DOM, see chapter 0) avoiding media
breakages, reducing manual effort, delays and risks originating from PCN that have gone
unnoticed.

2.3 Main features of smartPCN
There are four important features that make smartPCN applicable for all kinds of product
change and discontinuation notices and also for all kinds of industries and stages of the
supply chain.
2.3.1 Machine readable XML file
The machine-readable XML file called PCNbody is based on standardised terms and data
fields. It contains all the important data like manufacturer name, address and contact,
deadlines, e.g. end of sales (EOS) or end of production (EOP), but most importantly the
manufacturer item numbers in order to allow identification of the related items (parts,
products), software, material or services.
There are many pre-defined categories for item and change types, which permit an
automated sorting and routing of smartPCN data sets within a company.
2.3.2 Stacking of smartPCN
Another important feature is “stacking” of smartPCN. This means that a smartPCN can be in
the attachment section of a higher order smartPCN that provides the root cause for a
modification or even a discontinuation. This feature permits a full and consistent application
and documentation along the entire supply chain.
In the example (Figure 2) there is a smartPCN for an electronic component (violet). The
modification or even discontinuation causes a modification of the printed circuit board
(blue). This modification is documented in a new smartPCN that incorporates the smartPCN
of the chip.
At the next level, there is a change in the HW configuration of the control unit (green), which
has an impact on the software (orange).
Therefore, there is a smartPCN for the control unit, which contains the previous two
smartPCN.
Finally there is one (1) smartPCN that reflects all the changes to the final product (e.g. a train
or machinery used for production) and includes all the preceding smartPCN.
It is not compulsory to make use of this principle, but it is a useful feature offered by
smartPCN.
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Figure 2: Stacking of smartPCN in the supply chain

2.3.3 Representation of complex technical systems
The structure of the PCNbody XML file allows the representation of changes and
discontinuation for all items within a complex technical system.
There is no other format on the market that permits the representation of different types of
items like spare parts, material, documentation, services and software within one single
PCN. A train manufacturer for example is able to document a modification and include a list
of modified spare parts, the maintenance manuals as well as change information with regard
to the related software.
In the example depicted in Figure 3, different items like spare parts, material,
documentation, services and software for a complex technical system are included. Those
items have a different item category and are subject to a different type of change
(modification, discontinuation, correction…) but are all included in one single smartPCN,
which also incorporates all the related documents.

Figure 3: Representation of complex technical systems
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2.3.4 SubData data containers
The problem with most standards is that as soon as a standard is released, a need for
changes and additions arises.
The smartPCN format permits the addition of extensions or even industry specific standards
using so called SubData data containers. They can be created within the PCN (valid for the
PCN as a whole) or even for specific, individual items. SubData containers are part of the
PCNbody XML file and are therefore fully applicable for PCN data processing.
A SubData container has a tag (SubType), e.g. “RAILWAY”. Within the SubData container,
railway specific XML data can be defined independently from the current smartPCN
standard. The railway industry or even a specific company are thus able to define the
content/structure/format of such a specific container.
Another example of application for the SubData container is to include descriptive text in
different languages and to use the SubType “GERMAN”, “FRENCH” etc.

Figure 4: SubData data container for PCN and items

2.4 Information within a smartPCN
2.4.1 Categories of smartPCN
There a several categories in which a smartPCN can be classified:
• smartPCN category: PCN (change notification) and PDN (discontinuation notification)
• alarm category: Major, Minor
• Change categories
• Product (item) categories
The different categories allow for an automatic processing of smartPCN within the company.
They can be used to build rules for forwarding to specific persons or organisations or to
define the priority of processing.
smartPCN category
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The PCN category “PCN” means that there is just a change related to the product. This does
not necessarily mean that the product is changed, because the change can also relate to
documentation, test results, packaging for shipment, company information etc.
Please be aware that a change can lead to an obsolescence case at the recipient! For
example, a change in certification documents may be in conflict with other regulations and
therefore the use in a specific application will no longer be allowed.
The PCN category “PDN” means that at least one product/item described by the smartPCN
will no longer be available. More information is provided by the data set of the affected
items.
Alarm category
The alarm category can have the values Major and Minor.
The definition of Major and Minor follows the definition of JEDEC standard J-STD-046
(JESD46D) for semiconductors.
In case the manufacturer does not provide an alarm category, the alarm category is
automatically derived from the change category. In case of a smartPCN with many different
items, the alarm category will be Major if there is at least one item that falls into the major
change category.
Change category
The change category consists of a list of predefined values (see chapter 4.10). There can be
more than one change category per PCN and also per item. The change category also defines
the default alarm category. A change of fit, form or function will for example be “Major”
while the modification of a shipping package will be “Minor”.
Product category
The product category consists of a list of predefined values (see chapter 4.9). It is a
classification of the items described by the PCN, and indicates whether an item is for
example an electronic part, a hydraulic component, a software load, a document, a service
and many more.
2.4.2 smartPCN master data
The master data section of the smartPCN contains most of the data related to all the
items/part/products described by a smartPCN. All data related to the manufacturer, the PCN
title and PCN number can also be found here.
2.4.3 smartPCN item numbers
The item number data section is the most important section as it contains a data set for each
item described by a PCN. The standard requires that each item number (manufacturer part
number) affected by the PCN is listed here. Only then will it be possible to carry out an
automatic matching and mapping with the item/part numbers used by the company.
For each item number there is a data set that allows the addition of further information on
additional manufacturer and customer numbers, description, life cycle information and
more.
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2.4.4 Life cycle data
Life cycle data is one of the most important pieces of information contained in the PCN.
“PCN” specify the date by when a modification will become effective. In a “PDN”, the same
data value contains the end of production date (EOP), which by definition of the
obsolescence standard indicates the start of obsolescence.
There is a PCN-related section of life cycle data which provides a summary of the earliest
dates of all items. In addition, there is a life cycle section per item that provides individual
information. For the definition of life cycle data see also chapter 3.3.
2.4.5 Causes of change
Causes of change are provided in a list of predefined values, which are used to build rules on
how to proceed with a PCN.
There is a PCN-related section that summarises all the different causes of change for all the
items. In addition there is a list of causes of change for each item. Causes of change are not
limited to one change per item. Causes of change can differ between items and multiple
causes can be allocated per item.
2.4.6 Substructures
Substructures are the way to add structured and unstructured data to a PCN and/or any
item. Substructures are data containers with a tag and an empty data block. Structured data
refers to XML, JSON, HTML etc. which can be evaluated by programs. The definition of data
inside a substructure is independent from the smartPCN 3.0 standard and can be defined
individually for an industry sector or other special purpose. See also chapter 3.4.

2.5 Minimum requirements for smartPCN
The architecture of smartPCN is based on widely available common standards. The
smartPCN format definition is openly available and there are no licence fees to create or use
smartPCN. If a company wishes to use the smartPCN logo, a cost free registration by COG
Germany is needed.
The smartPCN file is a commonly used zip file that can be opened with the file explorer of a
standard computer. It may be necessary to rename the file extension to .zip.
The two XML files PCNbody and attachment can be viewed with the Microsoft Internet
Explorer or any other XML viewer available on the internet.
For the development of interfaces and IT-systems, standard libraries for opening the zipcontainer and reading XML content can be used.
Viewers for smartPCN 3.0 are in preparation. For professional use, data services and
management tools are already available which are completely based on smartPCN
technology.
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2.6 Mandatory data
The mandatory amount of data that must be provided within a smartPCN is described in the
following table.
Please note that the table lists only those tags with data content. There are higher order tags
that are also mandatory but include the mandatory tags described here.
Term
PCN number
Title
PCN-Type
PCN
format
version
Manufacturer High
Level Name
Issue Date
Contact Type

XML Tag
pcnNumber
pcnTitle
pcnType
pcnFormatVersion

Description
PCN number provided by the manufacturer
Title of the PCN summarising the content
PCN (change) or PDN (discontinuation)
Version of the VDMA or smartPCN data format

pcnMfrName

Company
E-Mail
Street
ZIP
City
Country
Change Title

pcnCompany
pcnEmail
pcnStreet
pcnZipCode
pcnCity
pcnCountry
pcnChangeTitle

Change Detail

pcnChangeDetail

Manufacturer
number
Manufacturer
name
Item category
Item EOP
Date
Type
of
change
Type
of
attachment
File name

item itemMfrNumber

Generic term of the manufacturer /trade name /
trust name
Date when a PCN is issued
Different values for manufacturer, distributor,
customer, data service provider, service provider
Full name of the company that issued the PCN
Email address of the company
Address: street
Address: postal code
Address: city
Country code ISO 3166-1
Keywords describing the main reason or purpose
of the PCN/PDN
Text with detailed description of the changes
summarised for the PCN
Unique part number, article number provided by
the manufacturer
Name for the item provided by the manufacturer

pcnIssueDate
pcnContactType

item itemMfrName

itemCategoryType Enumeration of the item type category of an item
/eff. itemEOPeffDate
In case of a PCN: effective date
In case of an PDN: End of production date
item itemChangeType
Enumeration of item change category
the

attachmentType
filename

Enumeration, fixed value FILE
Name of the attached file
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2.7 Digital Obsolescence Management
The basic idea of Digital Obsolescence Management (DOM) is to ensure that the same
principle as well as the same data format is applied through all stages of the supply chain. In
addition it means that digital technologies are applied for generating, processing and
evaluating the data that is related to obsolescence.
Currently, the information flow of PCN is like a fragile chain that can be easily broken and is
unsecure.
Using clouds and standardised data sets allows for parallel access to PCN data. This principle
applies between companies as well as within a company.

Figure 5: Digital Obsolescence Management between companies

Figure 6: Digital Obsolescence Management within a company
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3

Main features and modifications

There are four major changes when upgrading from smartPCN 2.0 to smartPCN 3.0:
•
•
•
•

Change of XML tags (compatibility with standards, clarifications)
Move of information elements from PCN level to item level
Increased set of life cycle data – for each item individually
Introduction of substructures for future extensions and increased flexibility

In total, the smartPCN 3.0 standard allows to describe changes and discontinuations of items
in one PCN as well as to mix different categories of items, e.g. hardware and software.
Therefore smartPCN 3.0 is able to not only describe changes of single parts or components
but also of different elements of complex systems.

3.1 Change of XML tags
3.1.1 Part –> Item
Within the new revision of the obsolescence management standard IEC/EN 62402 the term
“item” is used as a replacement for “part”. An item is any entity or object considered by the
PCN. An item may be an individual part, component, device, functional unit, material,
equipment, subsystem, system, document and many more. The item may be related to
hardware, software, people, services or any combination thereof. The term “part” is usually
associated with hardware parts like resistors, mechanical parts etc. Therefore the term
“item” is consistently used as much as possible. The PCN therefore describes the
modifications of discontinuations of one or several items.
3.1.2 XML Prefix
In order to make a clear distinction between xml-tags at PCN level and xml-tags at item level,
the prefix for all tags at PCN level is pcn. PCN level means that the data content is valid for all
items included (e.g. the name of the manufacturing company). The prefix for all tags at item
level is item. The data content is valid just for this particular item.

3.2 Move of information elements to item level
In order to describe the modifications of a complex system, it is required to have different
change types, life cycle data and further information elements at item level instead of at PCN
level. While information at PCN level is valid for all items, information at item level is valid
only for the specific item.
At item level, the following information groups are available for each item individually:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item Number: Number, name, descriptions, category (out of a list of defined values)
Qualification data
Life Cycle Data: SOP, EOS, EOP, LTD, EOSR, LCI
Replacements: number, manufacturer
Customer Item Numbers
Substructures
Change Types: defined categories of changes, discontinuation and recall
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3.3 Life cycle data
Life cycle data is one of the most important pieces of information within a PCN. Life cycle
data is the input required for obsolescence management activities.
Life cycle data in smartPCN 3.0 and VDMA 24903 is extended and adapted in order to be
compatible with the upcoming new revision of IEC/EN 62402. The full set of life cycle data is
now available at item level.
The life cycle data consists of the following values (please see also chapter 6):
Abbreviation
SOP
EOS

Meaning
Start of production
End of sales

Description
Date of start of production (optional)
Date of last possibility to buy item (aka Last Time
Buy) (optional)
EOP/Effective End of production or Discontinuation: date of end of production
effective date
Change: date by when changes are valid (effective
date) (mandatory)
LTD
Last time delivery
Date of last delivery or shipment (optional)
EOSR
End of service and Date of end of service and repair (optional)
repair
LCI
Life cycle index
Life cycle index (optional)

Figure 7: Life cycle definition (from VDMA 24903)

Note: the blue horizontal arrow leaving the PCN indicates that one to several PCN can
appear between SOP and EOP at any time.
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3.3.1 Life cycle data at PCN level
In order to be compatible with smartPCN 2.0, a section of life cycle data is still at PCN level.
However, VDMA 24903 requires at least the EOP/Effective value for each item.
In case life cycle data at PCN level is used, the data values should reflect the minimum values
of all related life cycle data values at item level.
3.3.2 Life cycle data at item level
Each item now comprises the full set of life cycle data. The life cycle data for each item is
valid for this specific item only.

3.4 Substructures
As soon as a new technical standard has been developed and is released, new requirements
will arise. A common technique used in telecommunication standards is to define
“containers”. A container is an empty data element that can be labelled and filled with data.
The label and the specification of the data can be defined at a later point in time.
In smartPCN 3.0 there are substructures with up to 4kByte each. Each substructure has a
label (Subtype) and a revision number. Substructures are available at item level and at PCN
level.
Substructures can be used for industry sector specific information elements (e.g.
automotive, railway, aircraft, chemical, machinery industry), for incorporation of data from
other standards (e.g. REACH data, hazardous materials, conflict minerals), textual
descriptions in other languages (e.g. French, German, Spanish, Greek) or they just allow to
provide additional information or descriptions. They may contain plain text but also XML or
JSON coded information.
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4

SmartPCN 3.0 exchange format definition

This section describes the technical specification of the smartPCN 3.0 format. This format is
fully compatible with the VMDA 24903 standard and the major part of the descriptions is
taken from the VDMA document because this had been the contribution from the smartPCN
working group to the VDMA working group by the same author.
Explanation of the XML tables:
Column
Block title/level
Data field
XML name
XML data type

Format, size, values
Element/attribute
Description
V
S
Number
Occurrence

Explanation
Block title of the structure or sub-structure, respectively, and level number
Descriptive name of the data field
XML tag designation
XML data type: String for alphanumeric characters, data formats or type
designation of the listing
Complex means that the XML name is the title to be used for a block that other
data fields and sub-structures are assigned to.
Information on the format and size of the data field
Elements are independent and can occur multiple times; attributes belong as
descriptive properties to the foregoing element and shall occur only once
Content description of the data field
VDMA Mandatory (VM), Optional (VO), Conditional Mandatory (VCM), not
relevant (N)
SmartPCN Mandatory (M), Optional (O) and Conditional Mandatory
Indicates whether the element or structure, respectively, may occur within the
superordinate block multiple times or only once.
Indicates the superordinate XML name under which the data field occurs

Mandatory: at least one value must exist
Optional: values are not required. In this case the complete XML tag or even structure can be
omitted.
Conditional Mandatory: In case an optional structure is used, those are the data elements
within the structure which are then mandatory.
Not relevant: the data element is not evaluated. However, it can be present and will not
cause an application error.
Please note that there are XML structures (consisting of several elements) which contain
XML structures that can be repeated. For example:
<itemNumbers>
<itemNumber>
</itemNumber> repeated multiple times
</itemNumbers>
The position of an XML structure in the overall hierarchy is denoted by the level number in
the first column.
It is important to understand that in a real smartPCN only those XML tags – structures and
elements – which are mandatory or optional and do contain data values are present in the
pcnbody.xml file.
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4.1 PCN container file
The container file remains a non-encrypted, non-compressed zip-container according to
ISO/IEC 21320-1:2015 or PKWARE specification 6.3.3 containing two xml-files at the top level
and a folder for any kind of attachments (Fig. 1).
The standard extension is .pcn. However the extensions .spcn and .zip should be accepted by
tools as well.
The names of the two xml-files are pcnbody.xml and attachments.xml. The file pcnbody.xml
contains the XML-code of the PCN-data for automated data processing. The file
attachments.xml contains the list of attached files in the attachment folder.
Therefore in order to be fully compatible with VDMA 24903, the smartpcn.xml is renamed to
pcnbody.xml.
Within the attachment folder, any kind of file format can be attached. However it is
recommended to include just PDF files.
Per definition and for security reasons it is not allowed to include executable files as
attachment.
For programming purposes, XSD files for pcnbody.xml and attachments.xml are available on
the smartPCN website. The XSD files contain the XML format description for use in software
development tools.

Figure 8: Structure of the smartPCN file container

4.2 Header and top level data block
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The head line identifies the file as an XML file and refers to the XML Standard as reference as
well as to the XSD file.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
(Note: Defines an XML file in accordance with the XML Standard 1.0 with character coding in
accordance with UTF-8).
<PCNbody xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns="http://www.smartpcn.org/images/files/VDMA24903Schema">
…..
content of the PCNBody file
…..
</PCNbody>
All other data are included between the tags <PCNbody…> and </PCNbody>.
The URLs define the storage places at which both the XML Schema and the PCN Schema are
saved.
On the next lower level (level 1), there are six information blocks.
Title
Master Data
Difference Description
Item numbers

XML name
masterData
difference
itemNumbers

Life Cycle Data

lifeCycleData

Causes of Changes

causesOfChanges

Substructures

pcnSubstructures

Content
Master data of the PCN/PDN
Description of the changes
Description of the items to which the
PCN/PDN applies
For PDN information regarding the
respective set dates
Classification values (listing) of the
changes
Placeholder for different substructures for applications such as
classification, catalogue data,
pollutant management

Figure 9: Structure of PCNbody
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4.3 Master Data
The Master Data group is the structure which contains relevant master data of the PCN/PDN on PCN level.
The data values of the Master Data group apply for the entire PCN, unless another value is given for an item in the ItemNumbers group.
Block title
level

Data field

Master data

XML name

XML data type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Title

Alert type
Major—Minor

V

S

Number

Occurrence

This block contains the basic data of the PCN/PDN. This includes
the name and contact details of the manufacturer as well as of
possible suppliers and service providers. In addition, this block
describes the type and revision of the PCN/PDN. The minimum
requirement for this block is to contain the name of the
manufacturer of the product, the date the PCN/PDN was issued,
and some information on the type of the PCN/PDN.

VM

M

one

per PCNbody

masterData

Complex

pcnNumber

String

128 characters

E

PCN number as given by the manufacturer.

VM

M

one

per masterData

pcnTitle

String

256 characters

E

Title summarizing the content of the PCN.

VM

M

one

per masterData

E

A PCN is defined as ‘MAJOR’ or ‘MINOR’ depending on the type
of the change described. All changes concerning the FIT
(dimensions), FORM (appearance), FUNCTION (functionality),
quality and reliability of the respective components are defined as
MAJOR changes. All other changes are defined as MINOR
changes.
The definition is based on the JEDEC Standard JESD46 for
semiconductor components, it can, however, be generally
applied. A PDN describes a discontinuation and is, therefore, in
any case “MAJOR”.
When relating to materials and substances, MAJOR means a
change in composition. MINOR changes would be those related
to, e.g., the packaging and container size.
For all other groups, MAJOR means a content-related change to
the item, whereas MINOR means changes made to, e.g., the
designation, documentation, use case.

N

O

one

per masterData

1

PCN number

Description

pcnAlertType

alertType

MAJOR, MINOR
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Block title
level

Data field

PCN-Type

XML name

pcnType

XML data type

pcnType

Format, size,
values

PCN, PDN

Element/
attribute

E

Description

The PCN type indicates the type of notice:
PCN: change notice
PDN: discontinuation notice

V

S

Number

Occurrence

VM

M

one

per masterData

VM

M

one

per masterData

VM

M

one

per master data

In case there is at least one item with discontinuation then the
PCN type is PDN.

PCN format
version

pcnFormatVersion

String

16 characters

A

pcnMfrName

String

32

E

pcnAlertImpact

String

4096 characters

E

Optional description of the effect the changes will have, such as
beneficial or adverse effects, limitations or extensions for
estimation at the recipient’s

N

O

one

per masterData

productCategory
Type

See the Product
CategoryType
listing

E

Superordinate product category, which then applies for all items
covered by the PCN/PDN.
Items belonging to different product categories are shown in the
respective category and the Category Multiple is entered here.

N

O

one

per masterData

pcnIssueDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Issue date of this PCN/PDN of the manufacturer.

VM

M

one

per masterData

Additional Info

pcnAddInfo

String

1024

E

Free space for additional information which does not fit any of the
other fields.

N

O

one

per masterData

PCN Revision

pcnRevision

String

32

E

Revision of the PCN/PDN of the manufacturer.

VO

O

one

per masterData

pcnLink

linkType

(Web)Link to the PCN/PDN document

N

O

one

per masterData

pcnUrl

anyURI

E

Link from where to download the original PCN file

N

C

one

per PCNLink

pcnUserName

String

E

User name, if required for downloading

N

O

one

per PCNLink

Manufacturer
High level name
Impact
Description

Product Category pcnProductCategory

Issue Date

PCN Link
2

Indication of the Standard version used. This is required in order
to later be able to distinguish between different versions in the
structure of the PCNbody.xml file.
The information is given as
VDMA24903_x.y or smartPCN_x.y
The value required for the present issue is: VDMA24903_1.0
or smartPCN_3.00
Generic term of the manufacturer or trademark or name of the
trust, such as Bosch, Intel, AMD, regardless of the business unit
concerned. This general information is important for the search
and filtering using part numbers.

PCN Link
2
Url
Username

128 characters
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Block title
level

Data field
Password

Revisions
2
Revision
3
Revision number
Revision date
Cause of
Revision

XML name

XML data type

Format, size,
values
128 characters

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

E

Password, if required for downloading the file

N

O

one

per PCNLink

Occurrence

pcnPassword

String

revisions

Complex

List of the previous versions of the PCN

N

O

one

per masterData

revision

revisionType

Record for a previous version of the PCN

N

C

many

per revisions

pcnRevisionNumber

String

16 characters

A

Number/designation of the previous PCN

N

C

one

per revision

pcnRevDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

A

Issue date of the previous PCN

N

C

one

per revision

pcnRevisionCause

String

2048 characters

Cause or reason for this revision

N

O

one

per revision

VM

M

one

per masterData

Contacts
2

contacts

Complex

Contact details in relation to this PCN/PDN are entered in this
block. It is not necessary to name individual persons, the
respective department will suffice.
As a minimum requirement, the PCN/PDN shall include in this
block a record of the name of the manufacturer of the item
described.

Contact
3

contact

contactType

A contact record for the PCN

VM

M

many

per contacts

VM

M

one

per contact

pcnContactType

Enum

Manufacturer,
Distributor,
Customer,
DataServiceProvid
er, Serviceprovider

pcnCustomerNumber

String

32 characters

E

Customer number/reference of the contact

N

O

one

per contact

DUNS-Number

pcnDunsNumber

String

9 characters

E

DUNS number of the company

N

O

one

per contact

Affected
Business Unit

pcnBusinessUnit

String

128 characters

E

Associated business unit/department

N

O

one

per contact

pcnCompany

String

128 characters

E

This field contains the full name of the contact’s company.

VM

M

one

per contact

pcnEmail

emailType

256 characters

E

E-mail address of the contact in the usual format xxxx@xxxx.xxx

VM

M

one

per contact

contactLink

linkType

Link to the contact (in many cases only a link is given in PCN
N
to be used to find the relevant contacts)

O

one

per contact

pcnContactUrl

anyURI

E

Link to the website providing contact details

N

C

one

per PCNLink

pcnContactUsername

String

E

User name, if required for access

N

O

one

per PCNLink

Type

Customer
Number

Company
E-Mail
Link
4
Url
Username

128 characters
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Block title
level

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

E

Password, if required for access

N

O

one

per PCNLink

Address of the contact

M

M

one

per contact

E

Street

VM

M

one

per address

32 characters

E

Postal code

VM

M

one

per address

String

128 characters

E

City

VM

M

one

per address

pcnState

String

128 characters

E

State

VO

O

one

per address

pcnCountry

countryType

32 characters

E

Country code in accordance with ISO 3166-1

VM

M

one

per address

phone

phoneType

Phone numbers of the contact

N

O

many

per contact

pcnPhoneNumber

String

128 characters
E.123 format

A

Phone number in the international E. 123 format of the ITU
(+49 12345)

N

C

one

per Phone

pcnPhoneType

Enum

Home, Business,
Fax, Mobile

A

Type of phone number: Home, Business, Fax, Mobile

N

C

one

per Phone

persons

Complex

Contact person being a member of the contact

N

O

one

per contact

person

personType

A contact person

N

C

many

per persons

Firstname

pcnPersFirstname

String

128 characters

E

First name

N

C

one

per person

Lastname

pcnPersLastname

String

128 characters

E

Last name

N

C

one

per person

pcnPersTitle

String

32 characters

E

Title

N

O

one

per person

pcnPersFunction

String

128 characters

E

Function of the contact person

N

O

one

per person

pcnPersEmail

emailType

256 characters

E

E-mail address

N

O

one

per person

persPhone

phoneType

Phone number of the contact person

N

O

many

per person

pcnPersPhoneNumbe
r

String

128 characters
E.123 format

A

Phone number in the international E. 123 format of the ITU
(+49 12345)

N

C

one

per phone

pcnPersPhoneType

Enum

Home, Business,
Fax, Mobile

A

Type of phone number: Home, Business, Fax, Mobile

N

C

one

per phone

XML name

Password

pcnContactPassword

String

address

addressType

pcnStreet

String

128 characters

ZIP

pcnZipCode

String

City

pcnCity

State

Address
4
Street

Country
Phone
4
Number
Type
Persons
4
Person
5

Persons

Title
Function
E-Mail
Phone
6
Number
Type

XML data type

Format, size,
values

Data field

128 characters
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Occurrence

3.0

Figure 10: Structure of Master Data group (mandatory fields)
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4.4 Difference description
In this group, general information on the changes/discontinuations is given which applies for the entire PCN.
Block title
level

Data field

Difference
Description
1

XML name

XML data type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Description
This block contains the description of the change communicated
using this smartPCN. The description of the change is an
important element of every PCN/PTN. As minimum information,
the reason and short description of the change shall be
communicated in this block.
Keywords giving the reason or purpose of the
change/discontinuation.

V

S

Number

Occurrence

VM

M

one

per PCNbody

VM

M

one

per Difference

difference

Complex

Change Title

pcnChangeTitle

String

128 characters

E

Change detail

pcnChangeDetail

String

4096 characters

E

In this field, the change is described in detail. This includes
information on what is changed in the product.

VM

M

one

per Difference

pcnRiskAssessment

String

2048 characters

E

Short information for risk estimation at the customer/recipient

N

O

one

per Difference

pcnFirstDelivery

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Planned date for shipment of the modified product

N

O

one

per Difference

pcnFeedbackUntil

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Last date for customers to submit comments on the PCN

N

O

one

per Difference

pcnChangeIdentificati
onMethod

String

4096 characters

E

Method by which the modified product can be identified.

VO

O

one

per Difference

pcnEffectiveDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

Date of the change coming into force (VDMA: see LifeCycleData
in the Item Numbers block)

N

O

one

per Difference

Input to
customer for risk
assessment
process
Intended start of
delivery
Customer
feedback
required until
Method
identifying
changed product
Effective date

Figure 11: Structure of difference group
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4.5 Item numbers
This is the most important information group since the items concerned are to be identified within this block. It is very important to enter every
single manufacturer item article number or ordering number respectively. This is the basic precondition the recipient needs to process the PCN
automatically e.g. by matching it with item numbers provided by material or stock lists. . General descriptions, such as “all items of series ABC”, are
not permitted.
In addition to the item and type designation, the trade name and description can be given for every item. In the case of discontinuations, the
relevant dates for end of sales and last time delivery can be mentioned for every item.
In special cases, the individual numbers applied at the customer’s as well as possible replacement items can also be included.
There are some parameters of similar meaning as given in the groups applicable for the entire PCN (e.g. values within group Life Cycle Data). If these
are given for an item, then these details apply only for the item concerned. If no particular information is given for the item then the superordinate
value applies.
Block title
level

Data field

XML name

XML data
type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

Occurrence

VM

M

one

per PCNbody

Item
numbers
1

ItemNumbers

Complex

This block describes the items concerned by the
change/discontinuation. As minimum requirement, a
manufacturer part number shall be given for every item. This
part number shall enable the recipient to clearly identify the
item.
Therefore the information shall be given in full. Only partly
qualified entries such as “?” and “*” are not permitted for the
description of a group.

Itemnumber
2

ItemNumber

ItemNumber
Type

Identification of an item concerned

VM

M

many

per Itemnumbers

itemMfrNumber

String

128 characters

E

Unique part number, article number of the manufacturer

VM

M

one

per Itemnumber

itemMfrTypeIdent

String

128 characters

E

Type designation, additional order number.

VO

O

one

per Itemnumber

itemMfrName

String

128 characters

E

Manufacturer designation of the item.

VM

M

one

per Itemnumber

itemMfrDescription

String

1024 characters

E

Supplementary description of the component part

N

O

one

per Itemnumber

itemFormName

String

128 characters

E

Shape of the enclosure/construction type of the component part
(electronics: package)

N

O

one

per Itemnumber

Item
Manufacturer
Item number
Manufacturer
item Type
identifier
Manufacturer
item name
Manufacturer
item
description
Item form
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Block title
level

Data field

XML name

XML data
type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

Occurrence

Item Category

itemCategory

itemCategory
Type

16 characters

E

Description of the product category if the items are of different
product categories.
See the Product Categories list

VM

M

one

per Itemnumber

Item Revision
Number

itemRev

String

32 characters

E

Revision number of the item. (Default is 1)

VO

O

One

per Itemnumber

itemQualification

qualification
Type

Qualification of the modified component part

N

O

one

per Itemnumber

itemQualificationSchedule

String

128 characters

E

Details of the time schedule and on the results of qualification
by the manufacturer

N

O

one

per
itemQualification

itemQualificationDescription

String

1024 characters

E

Description of the qualification procedure

N

O

one

per
itemQualification

itemQualificationResultDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Date for the manufacturer to provide the qualification results

N

O

one

per
itemQualification

itemQualificationSamplesDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Date for the manufacturer to provide samples for qualification

N

O

one

per
itemQualification

itemQualificationFinalDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Date for the final qualification data to be submitted

N

O

one

per
itemQualification

itemQualificationReport

linkType

Link to the qualification (time schedule, results) by the
manufacturer

N

O

one

per qualification

itemQualificationReportUrl

anyURI

E

Link for download of the qualification report

N

C

one

Username

itemQualificationReportUserna
me

String

128 characters

E

User name, if required

N

O

one

Password

itemQualificationReportPasswo
String
rd

128 characters

E

Password, if required

N

O

one

Information regarding the discontinuation of the
component part if different dates are set.

VM

M

one

Qualification
3
Manufacturer
Qualification
plan schedule
and results
Qualification
description
Date of
qualification
results
Date
qualification
samples
available
Date final
qualification
data available
Qualification
report/result
4
Url

Life Cycle
Data
3
Item SOP start
of production
Item EOS end
of sales
Item EOP end
of production

itemLifeCycleData

endOfLifeTyp
e

itemSOP

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

A

Start of production of the item.

VO

O

One

itemEOS

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

A

End of sale of the item (also referred to as last time buy).

VO

O

one

A

Effective date in the case of a change
End of production of the item for discontinuation.

VM

M

one

itemEOPeffDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD
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Block title
level

Data field
Item LTD Last
time delivery
Item EOSR end
of service and
repair
Item
LifeCycleIndex

XML name

XML data
type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

Occurrence

itemLTD

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

A

Last time delivery of the item.

VO

O

one

per
itemLifeCycleData

itemEOSR

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

A

End of service, maintenance, and repair.

VO

O

one

per
itemLifeCycleData

itemLCI

String

2 characters

A

Life cycle index 00-99

N

O

one

per
itemLifeCycleData

Information regarding possible replacement of the item

VO

O

one

per Itemnumber

Information regarding the item which can be used as
replacement

VCM C

many

per
itemReplacement
s

Replace
ments
3

itemReplacements

Replacement
4

itemReplacement

replacement
Type

itemMfrReplNumber

String

128 characters

E

Part number of a suitable component part as replacement for
the component part to be discontinued.

VCM C

one

per
itemReplacement

itemMfrReplTypeIdent

String

128 characters

E

Type designation, supplementary order number.

VO

O

one

per
itemreplacement

itemMfrReplName

String

128 characters

E

Designation of the component part suitable for replacement of
the component part to be discontinued

N

O

one

per
itemReplacement

itemMfrReplBrandName

String

128 characters

E

Trade name of the manufacturer of the replacement component
part, if different from the issuing manufacturer

N

O

one

per
itemReplacement

itemMfrReplPackage

String

128 characters

E

Enclosure/Construction type designation for the replacement of
the component part to be discontinued

N

O

one

per
itemReplacement

customer Itemnumbers

Complex

List of the relevant (internal) part numbers used at the
customer’s

N

O

one

per Itemnumber

customer Itemnumber

customer
Itemnumber
Type

A relevant (internal) part number used at the customer’s

N

O

many

itemCustomerNumber

String

128 characters

E

The customer’s internal component part number assigned to the
N
manufacturer part number

C

one

Customer type
identifier

itemCustomerTypeIdent

String

128 characters

E

Type designation of the customer’s internal component part
number

N

O

one

Reference
items with
customer

itemCustomerReference

String

128 characters

E

The customer’s reference number for the relevant part number

N

O

one

Replacement
manufacturer
item number
Replacement
manufacturer
item Type
identifier
Replacement
manufacturer
item name
Replacement
manufacturer
brand name
Replacement
package
Customer
Itemnumbers
3
Customer
Itemnumber
4
Customer
Itemnumber
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Block title
level

Data field

XML name

XML data
type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

128 characters

E

Description

V

S

Number

Occurrence

number

Number of the customer’s most recently placed order of the
relevant component part

N

O

one

per
CustomerItemnum
ber

Complex

Container for sub-structures

VO

O

one

per Itemnumber

itemSubStructure

subStructure
Type

Container for sub-structure

VCM C

Many

itemSubType

String

32 characters

A

Type of the sub-structure

VCM C

one

itemSubRevision

String

32 characters

A

Revision number of the sub-structure, if applicable

VO

O

one

itemSubData

String

4096 characters

E

Record corresponding to the sub-structure type

VCM C

one

per
itemSubStructure

Item
change types
3

itemChanges

Complex

List of the changes structured according to the category per
item

VM

M

one

per Itemnumber

Item
change type
4

itemChange

itemChangeT
ype

Indication of the individual change

VM

M

many

per itemChanges

Type of
itemChange

itemChangeType

typeOfChange
Type

A

Specified type of change. See the Type of change list

VM

M

one

per itemChanges

Description of
itemChange

itemChangeText

String

E

Description of the type of change

N

O

one

per itemChanges

Last Customer
PO number
Item
substructures
3
Item
substructure
4
Type of
substructure
Revision of
substructure
substructure
data

itemLastOrderNumber

String

itemSubStructures

64 characters
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Per
ItemSubStructure
s
per
itemSubStructure
per
itemSubStructure

3.0

Figure 12: Structure of item numbers (selected data fields)
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4.6 Life cycle data
For compatibility with smartPCN 2.0 there is an individual block for the information on the dates for changes or discontinuations. This information
applies to all items, unless a different value is given on item level.
In case of different values on item level or on PCN level always the smallest (or earliest) value of all items must be stored here.
Please note that "pcnEOPeffDate" is mandatory and is the earliest date of all "itemEOPeffData" values.
Block title
level

Data field

LifeCycleData
1
SOP start of
production
EOS end of sales
(LTB)
EOP end of
production
LTD Last time
delivery
EOSR end of
service and
repair

XML name

XML data
type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

Information on discontinuation, if the pcnTyp =
PDN (Product Termination Notice)

N

O

one

pcnLifeCycleData

Complex

pcnSOP

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Start of production date

N

O

one

pcnEOS

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

End of sale (also referred to as Last time buy)

N

O

one

pcnEOPeffDate

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

End of production or effective date of the changes

N

O

one

pcnLTD

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

Last delivery (corresponds to Last shipment)

N

O

one

pcnEOSR

Date

YYYY-MM-DD

E

End of service and repair

N

O

one
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4.7 Causes of change
For compatibility with smartPCN 2.0 there is an individual block for listing the causes of the change or discontinuation.
Within this group all different values of itemChangeType are consolidated here. For example when five different types of changes are used within
items, all five types have to be listed here.
Block title
level

Data field

Causes of
Changes
1
Change
2

XML name

XML data type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

Occurrence

pcnCauseOfChanges Complex

List of changes

N

O

one

per PCNbody

pcnChange

Complex

One change

N

C

many

per
pcnCauseOfChanges

Type of Change

pcnChangeType

typeOfChangeType

A

Specified type of change. See the Type of
change list

N

C

one

per pcnChange

Description of
Change

pcnChangeDescription String

E

Description of the type of change

N

O

one

per pcnChange

1024 characters
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4.8 Substructures
Sub-structures provide the option to transparently include additional descriptions, such as the classification, catalogue data, information on
pollutant management, sector specific information, etc. This means that, for certain use cases, key words (type of sub-structure) designate a
particular catalogue or another numbering system. In the subsequent data block this structure is then included.
This information element is also available on the item level. For compatibility with smartPCN 2.0 this block is available on the PCN level as an
additional element.
This method introduces a kind of “closed envelope” with contents which could be passed on to another program. Thus, other description languages,
such as JSON, or XML sub-structures as with e@Class could be included without the need to know this structure by now.
Block title
level

Data field

XML name

XML data type

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

Description

V

S

Number

Sub-structure as used in standard catalogues or
categorization systems

N

O

one

A sub-structure

N

C

many

Sub-structures
1

pcnSubStructures

Complex

Sub-structure
2

pcnSubStructure

Complex

subStructure
Type

pcnSubType

String

32 characters

A

Type of sub-structure

N

C

one

pcnSubRevision

String

32 characters

A

Revision number of the sub-structure

N

O

one

pcnSubData

String

4096 characters

E

Record corresponding to the sub-structure, can be, e.g., an
XML sub-structure corresponding to the catalogue format

N

C

one

Type of
substructure
Revision of
substructure
substructure
data
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Occurrence
per PCNbody
per
pcnSubStructures
per
pcnSubStructure
per
pcnSubStructure
per
pcnSubStructure

3.0

4.9 Product category types
Based on the category of the item, a specific allocation can be made either for the PCN in its entirety or for the individually listed items. Using that
information allocations or the distribution of the PCN can be carried out automatically.
If the PCN includes items of different categories, the MULT is indicated for the PCN and the specific allocation is made in the Item numbers block.
The listing or enumeration of the values is valid for the VDMA Specification and smartPCN 3.0 as well.

Category

Description

XML value

active electronic

Items with active electronics: semiconductors, electronic
devices

ACEL

assembly

Assemblies

ASSY

auxiliary materials

Auxiliary materials of all types (such as chemical substances,
operating resources, cleaning agents)

AUXM

connectors/cables

Connectors and cables of all types, passive connectivity

CCBL

data/certificates
documentation
electro mechanical

Data, media, and digital certificates (such as sets of
parameters, set-points, databases, security certificates,
cryptographic codes)
Documentation (such as data sheets, descriptions,
instructions)
Items operating electro-mechanically (such as relays,
contactors, switches)

DACE
DOCU
ELME

fluids

Fluids of all types (such as oils, fuels, hydraulic oil, gases)

FLUI

hydraulic

Items operating hydraulically (such as hoses, pumps, cylinders)

HYDR

mechanical

Items operating purely mechanically (such as shafts,
gearwheels, screws)

MECH
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Category

Description

XML value

multiple categories

Impossible to assign to any one category; relates to more than
one category; type is to be used for the PCN/PDN on the
whole; if the type is assigned specifically within the
Itemnumbers block.

MULT

others

Others

OTHR

passive
electrical/electronic

Items with passive electrical/electronical systems, assemblies
containing no active components
Items operating pneumatically (such as hoses, pumps, valves,
cylinders)
Raw materials of all types (such as chemical substances,
synthetic granules, metals, textiles)
Services of all types (such as logistics, monitoring, cleaning,
maintenance)

pneumatic
raw material
services
software/firmware

Software, including firmware

PAEL
PNEU
RAWM
SERV
SWFW

The following values from smartPCN 2.0 are permitted for compatibility but can be converted into the following values specific to VDMA 24903 and
smartPCN 3.0.
productCategoryType smartPCN 2.0
active components
passive components
electro-mechanical parts
Software
mechanical parts
auxiliary materials
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4.10 Type of change
Multiple type of change classifications can be given for the PCN. The classification enables automated sorting in accordance with the individual rules
of the recipient.
In addition, the following values of the smartPCN format can be used.
The Major/Minor rating is made based on the JEDEC Standard, if possible.
The rating of the classifications of the format specified in VDMA 24903 onto the smartPCN classification Major/Minor is given at the end.
There are two tables: the first table lists generic types that are used within the VDMA standard 24903. It is recommended to always use this type as
a high level description and to add values from the much more detailed table from smartPCN 2.0 if needed. The smartPCN 2.0 values are still valid
for smartPCN3.0. Please note: smartPCN 3.0 type of change consists of the content of both tables together.
In order to allow a generation of VDMA 24903 data sets out of an smartPCN3.0 dataset, the VDMA type of change should be added in parallel to the
smartPCN2.0 values. The mapping between smartPCN 2.0 and VDMA type of change is provided in the first column of the smartPCN2.0 table.

Table of type of change classifications as defined by VDMA standard 24903
Meaning

Description

XML value

Classification
PCN alert type

Discontinuation

The item is no longer produced by the original
manufacturer or no longer produced in accordance with
the original specification.

PDN

Major

Acquisition

Transition of an item, a portfolio or a production from one
manufacturer to another

MANAQ

Major
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Meaning

Description

XML value

Classification
PCN alert type

Alert

The manufacturer issues a warning with respect to
changes and limitations they have detected for a product,
e.g. functional limitations of the items themselves or
descriptions of unexpected behaviour under certain
conditions or temporary interruptions of the production of
the items concerned.

ALERT

Major

Change of software

Changes made to the software

SOFTW

Major

Labelling

Modification of the item’s labelling or packaging

LABEL

Minor

Characteristics

Characteristics such as attribute values of the item are
omitted, added or changed. They can be of electrical,
mechanical, thermal or any other type

CHARA

Major

Documentation

General summary of changes made to the
documentation. No item characteristics are being
changed.

DOCUM

Minor

Restrictions regarding the
use recommendation

Official recommendation not to use the item for new
developments

NRND

Major

Fit

Describes a modification of the item changing the fit and
fitting to other items connected within the product.

FIT

Major

Form and appearance

Describes changes made to the external appearance of
the items. This relates to the spatial dimensions and
shape as well as colours and surface finish.

FORM

Major

Function

Changes made to or effects resulting from the functioning
and performance

FUNCT

Major

Insolvency

Insolvency of the manufacturer

INSOL

Major

Correction

Correction of the documentation without changing the
item

CORR

Minor

Shipping

Changes with regard to shipping, e.g. container sizes etc.
or delivery routes and lead times

SHIP

Minor
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Meaning

Description

XML value

Classification
PCN alert type

Material

Changes made to the material or substances listed in the
material declaration

MATER

Major

Production start

Production of this item is officially started.

PRODS

Minor

Production process

The production process is being changed.

PPROC

Major

Production site

The production site is being changed.

PSITE

Major

Cancellation PCN

A particular previous PCN is reversed.

CANCN

Major

Cancellation PDN

Production of the item is resumed. The PDN is no longer
valid.

CANDN

Major

Recall

The manufacturer recalls the items and explains the
reasons and effect on the items himself. The reasons can
be varied, ranging from technical breakdowns to patent
violations.

RECA

Major

Test process

Changes made to test processes before, during and after
production, however, prior to shipping

TESTP

Major

Test location

Changing the site at which the tests are being conducted

TESTS

Major

Type code

Accompanying numbers given in addition to the
identifying code of the item are being changed without
changing the identifying code itself.

ORCOD

Minor

Packaging

The item’s packaging is changed.

PACKA

Minor
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Table of type of change classifications as previously defined by smartPCN 2.0 – still valid for smartPCN 3.0:
Group
VDMA reference

Classification with
regard to the PCN
alert type

Title

XML value

Description

General changes

General changes

MANAQ

Major

Change of manufacturer or distributor name

genMfrName

Change of the company’s name

CHARA

Major

Any change with impact on special customer
characteristics/contractual agreements

genCusSpec

Changes made to characteristics agreed with the specific customer or of other agreements

CHARA

Major

Any change with impact on technical interface or
processability/manufacturability of customer

genCusInterf

Changes with impact on interfaces, process, and processability on the recipient’s end

FUNCT

Major

Change of function

genFunc

Change of the functionality

CHARA

Major

Change of datasheet parameters/electrical
specification

genDataElec

Changes in the specification of the electrical parameters and characteristics

CHARA

Major

Change of datasheet parameters/physical/chemical
specification

genDataPhysChem

Changes in the specification of the physical or chemical properties

CORR

Major

Correction of data sheet

genDataCorr

Solely for the correction of data sheets, not to be used for changes caused by product
changes

DOCUM

Major

Specification of additional parameters

genAddSpec

Additional inclusion of parameters or specifications, respectively; not to be used for
extensions caused by product changes.

LABEL

Major

Change of Item Number or/and Item Name

genPartNoChg

Changes made to product designation, order number, order codes, article number

FORM

Major

Change of Item Package

genPartPaChg

Changes of the package/enclosure type

DOCUM

Major

Official inspection mark/safety approval change

genInspMark

Changes made to seals of quality, test certificates, safety certificates

CHARA

Major

Change of Customer requirements

genCusRequ

Product changes based on customer requirements

CHARA

Major

Operation method modification

genOperMethod

Changes of operating processes influencing the product

CHARA

Major

Regulatory requirements

gncRegRequ

Changes caused by regulatory requirements
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Group
VDMA reference

Classification with
regard to the PCN
alert type

Title

XML value

Description

CHARA

Major

Standards requirements

gncStdRequ

Changes caused by normative requirements

CHARA

Major

Innovation

gncInnChng

Changes based on further development/improvement/innovation

CHARA

Major

Safety/Security

gncSafSec

Changes required in order to meet safety/security requirements

FIT, FORM, FUNCTION

Major

Fit-Form-Function

gncFiFoFu

Changes with impact on the fit (dimensions)/form (appearance, e.g. colour)/function
(functionality)

CHARA

Major

Change of quality

genQualityChange

CHARA

Major

Change of reliability

genReliabilityChange

Changes with respect to quality

NEW
Changes with respect to quality

Material changes

Changes in materials or composition, respectively

MATER

Major

Change of material composition

matComp

Any change of the material composition

MATER

Major

New/change of wafer substrate material

matWafSub

Semiconductors: Wafer substrate material changes

MATER

Major

Change of electrically active doping/implantation
element

matDopImp

Semiconductors: electrically active doping/implantation element changes

MATER

Major

Change of gate material/dielectrics

matGateDielect

Semiconductors: Gate material/dielectrics material changes

MATER

Major

Change of leadframe base material

matLeadframeBase

Semiconductors: Leadframe base material changes

MATER

Major

Change of lead frame finishing material (internal)

matLeadframeFinish

Semiconductors: Leadframe finishing material changes, surface of die attach pad/second
bond area

MATER

Major

Change of bond wire material

matBondWire

Semiconductors: Bond wire material changes

MATER

Major

Change of BGA substrate

matBga

Semiconductors: BGA material changes

MATER

Major

Die overcoat/underfill

matDieovercoatUnderfill

Semiconductors: Die overcoat/underfill changes
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Group
VDMA reference

Classification with
regard to the PCN
alert type

Title

XML value

Description

MATER

Major

Change of metallization material

matMetallization

Semiconductors: Metallization material changes

MATER

Major

Change of encapsulation/sealing material

matEncapsSealing

Semiconductors: encapsulation/ sealing material changes

MATER

Major

Bump material/metal system (internal)

matBumpMetal

Semiconductors: bump material/metal system changes

MATER

Major

Change of mold compound

matMold

Semiconductors: mold compound changes

MATER

Major

Change of outer material

matOuter

Semiconductors: outer material changes

MATER

Major

Change of pin material

matPin

Semiconductors: pin material changes

MATER

Major

Die attach material

matDieAttach

die attach material changes

MATER

Major

Change in material for sub-components (excluding
LED chip & LED package) with impact on agreed
specifications

matSubcomp

Semiconductors: changes in sub-component material

MATER

Major

Change in conversion material

matConv

changes in conversion material, such as granats to nitrides

Supplier changes

Change of supplier

PSITE

Minor

Change of supplier of indirect material

matSuppl

Change of supplier of indirect materials

PSITE

Minor

Change of direct material supplier

matSupplDir

Change of supplier of direct materials

PSITE

Minor

Change of wafer supplier

matSupplWaf

Semiconductors: Supplier of wafer material changes

PSITE

Minor

Change of (direct) material supplier without impact
on agreed specifications

matSupplNoimp

Change of supplier for any materials without impact on agreed specifications

PSITE

Minor

Change of direct supplier of converter material

matSupplConv

Semiconductors: direct supplier of converter material changes, specifications remain the
same

Product design changes
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Group
VDMA reference

Classification with
regard to the PCN
alert type

Title

XML value

Description

CHARA

Major

Design Change

desgChg

Any design changes

CHARA

Major

Changes of inner construction

desgInnerConst

Changes of the inner construction

FORM

Major

Changes termination, surface finish, shape, color,
appearance or dimension structure

desgSev

Any changes made to the appearance including surface finish and colour

MATER

Major

New final wafer thickness

desgWafThick

Semiconductors: wafer thickness changes

MATER

Major

New wafer diameter

desgWafDiam

Semiconductors: wafer diameter changes

MATER

Major

Change of wafer setup or number of possible good
dies on wafer

desgWafSetup

Semiconductors: Wafer setup, number of possible good dies of wafer changes

CHARA

Major

Change of optical appearance of wafer edge region

desgWafEdge

Semiconductors: optical appearance of wafer edge region changes

CHARA

Major

Change in stacking of layers

desgWafLay

Semiconductors: change in sequence or thickness of layers

CHARA

Major

Die scribe or separation, change of die size

desgDieSize

Semiconductors: die scribe separation, die size changes

FORM

Major

Outer material dimensions

desgOuterDim

Any changes made to the external dimensions

FORM

Major

Change in leadframe dimensions

desgLeadframe

Semiconductors: leadframe dimensions change

LABEL

Major

Change of product marking

desgMark

Semiconductors: Change of the product marking

MATER

Major

Change of lead and heat slug plating material/plating
thickness (external)

desgPlat

Semiconductors: lead and heat slug plating material/plating thickness changes

FIT

Major

Change of pin diameter

desgPin

Semiconductors: pin diameter changes

CHARA

Major

Design changes in active elements

desgActive

Semiconductors: design of active elements changes

CHARA

Major

Design changes in routing/layout

desgRout

Semiconductors: design of chip routing changes

CHARA

Major

Chip size/die shrink

desgDieShrink

Semiconductors: chip size/die shrink changes
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Group
VDMA reference

Classification with
regard to the PCN
alert type

Title

XML value

Description

Process changes

Changes in the production process

PPROC

Major

Changes in process technology or manufacturing
methods

procGen

Any changes of the manufacturing processes, technology, and individual production steps,
which may have an influence on the product

PPROC

Major

Elimination or addition of a manufacturing process
steps

procStepChg

Adding or eliminating of manufacturing process steps

PPROC

Major

Change of specified assembly process sequence

procAssy

Changes of the manufacturing process sequence

PPROC

Major

Change of specified wafer process sequence

procWaf

Semiconductors: wafer process sequence is changed

PPROC

Major

Plating process change

procPlat

Change of plating/coating processes

PPROC

Major

Wire bond method

procWireBond

Semiconductors: wire bonding method is changed

PPROC

Major

Marking method

procMark

Changes of the marking method

MATER

Major

New/change of metallization (backside)

procMetallizationBack

Semiconductors: metallization (backside) is added or changed

MATER

Major

New/change of metallization (frontside)

procMetallizationFront

Semiconductors: metallization (front) is added or changed

MATER

Major

New/change of passivation or die coating (without
bare die)

procPassivation

Semiconductors: passivation or die coating is added or changed

PPROC

Major

Process integrity: tuning within specification

procTun

Optimization of processes within the limits set by the defined parameters

PPROC

Major

Roadmap – continuous improvement notifications

procContImpr

Application of improvements in accordance with product planning

Testing changes

Changes in test and qualification

TESTP

Major

Change of testing specifications

testSpec

Changes of the test specification

TESTP

Major

Elimination of final electrical measurement/test flow
block

testFinalElim

Elimination of final (electrical) tests

TESTP

Major

Change of the test coverage/testing process flow
used by the supplier to ensure data sheet compliance

testProcFlow

Changes of the test coverage/test process in order to ensure compliance with the data
sheet/specification
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Group
VDMA reference

Classification with
regard to the PCN
alert type

Title

XML value

Description

Equipment/Location
changes

Changes of production equipment or production site

MANAQ

Major

PSITE

Major

PSITE

Major

PSITE

Major

TESTS

Major

PSITE

Major

PSITE

Major

TESTP

Major

SOFTW

Major

Acquisition of another company/production line
Manufacturing site transfer or movement of an item
of production process to a not previously released
location/site
Move of all or item of wafer fab to a not previously
released location/site/subcontractor

locCoAqu

Acquisition of a company or production line

locMfr

Change of the manufacturing site or transfer of part of the production to a not previously
released location

locWaf

Semiconductors: wafer fabrication is transferred or moved to a not previously released
location

locAssy

Change of the assembly site or transfer of part of the assembly line to a not previously
released location

Move of all or item of assembly to a not previously
released location/site/subcontractor
Move of all or item of electrical wafer test and/or final
test to a not previously released
location/site/subcontractor
Production from a new equipment/tool which uses a
different basic technology and which due to its
unique form or function can be expected to influence
the integrity of the final product.
Production from a new equipment/tool which uses
the same basic technology without change of
process
Change in final test equipment type that uses a
different technology

locWafTest

Semiconductors: electrical wafer tests and/or final tests are transferred or moved to a not
previously released location

locToolNewtech

Production uses new production equipment/tools which may have an impact on the product
due to the use of new technology

locToolOldtech

Production uses new production equipment/tools without any impact on the product due to
the use of existing technology

locToolNewtest

Systems to be used for final tests are changed due to the use of new technology

Firmware or BIOS of product

locSw

Firmware or BIOS of the product changes which may have an impact on the software

Shipping/Packaging
changes

Changes relating to packaging and shipping

SHIP

Minor

Export/customs relevant data

shipCus

Change of the shipping/export/customs data

SHIP

Minor

Changes in serviceability

shipSvc

Changes in the shipping services

SHIP

Major

Change in critical dimensions of package

shipPkgDim

Changes in critical dimensions of the packaging

SHIP

Major

Environment max storage temperature

shipEnv

Changes to the maximum ambient temperature in storage

SHIP

Minor

Dry pack requirements change

shipDrypack

Requirements for humidity at the time of packing changed

SHIP

Minor

Change of carrier

shipCarrier

Change of the mail-order/shipping company
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Group
VDMA reference

Classification with
regard to the PCN
alert type

Title

XML value

Description

PACKA

Minor

Change of labelling

shipLabel

Change of the product labelling

PACKA

Minor

Change of packing/shipping specification

shipSpec

Changes made to the packaging and transport specification

PACKA

Minor

Change of packing material

shipMat

Changes made to the packaging material

SOFTW

Major

Update for Safety/Security

swUpdSafSec

Security update

SOFTW

Major

Product upgrade

swUpgrd

Product upgrade

SOFTW

Major

Changes/extension in functionality

swChgFunc

Changes/extension in functionality

SOFTW

Major

Interface change

swChgIfc

Change of the interface(s)

SOFTW

Major

Error correction

swErrCor

Error correction

SOFTW

Major

Parameter changes

swParChg

Parameter change

SOFTW

Major

Modification of certificates or crypto keys

swCerCrp

Modification of certificates/crypto keys

SOFTW

Major

Modification due to operation system changes

swOsChg

Adjustments made due to changes of the operating system

SOFTW, DOCUM

Minor

Change of software documentation

swDocChg

Changes of the software documentation

SOFTW

Major

Changes in software libraries from third party
suppliers

swLibChg

Changes of integrated third-party software

Software
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5

smartPCN 3.0 attachment definition

The attachment file is the directory for the attachments folder within the .pcn container.
Entries are made for the file name, MD5 checksum, and file size.
With the MD5 checksum the data integrity of a specific attachment can be tested.
For details of the MD5 checksum see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MD5 or https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1321
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<attachments xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns="http://www.smartpcn.org/images/files/VDMA24903Schema">
…..
</attachments>
Only the repeated attachment block is included as another sub-structure.
Block title
level

Data field

Format, size,
values

Element/
attribute

XML name

XML data type

attachment

Complex

attachment
Type

attachmentType

String

FILE

A

Filename

filename

String

256 characters

E

MD5
checksum

md5checksum

String

32 characters

File size

filesize

String

32

Attachment
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Description

V

S

Number

Occurrence

Block with file information

VM

M

many

per attachments

VM

M

one

per attachment

File name of the file in the Attachments folder.

VM

M

one

per attachment

E

Checksum calculated using the MD5 method

N

O

one

per attachment

E

File size in Byte

N

O

one

per attachment
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6

Example XML files

6.1 PCNbody.xml
The following pages show screenshots of a pcnbody.xml file displayed with an XML editor.
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6.2 Attachments.xml
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7

Glossary

Term
COG
DOM

Effective Date
EMS
EOL
EOP
EOR

EOS - End of Sales

EOS – End of Service
EOSR

IEC/EN/DIN 62402
Item

LCI

LTB

LTD

Explanation
Component Obsolescence Group Germany, chapter of the IIOM
International Institute of Obsolescence Management.
Digital obsolescence management. Concept presented by COG
Germany for consistent PCN information through all stages of a
supply chain without media breaks.
Date when a communicated change gets effective, e.g. start of
production of a modified part
Electronic Manufacturing Service. Service to produce electronic
products for other companies (OEM)
End of life. Undefined term used for products no longer provided or
supported
End of production. According to IEC 62402 this is the cause for
obsolescence.
End of Repair. Term sometimes used for the date when the support
for repair of a complex item is no longer available. Not used as a
term within this specification.
Date by when sale of an item by the original manufacturer stops.
The item may still be available from other sources. Equivalent for
Last Time Order, Last Time Buy.
Term sometimes used for the date when service of a complex item
is no longer available. Not used as a term within this specification.
End of service and repair. Term used to indicate the date when
service and repair is no longer available. In the majority of cased
end of service and end of repair are the same. In case of different
dates for end of service and end of repair this can be explained
within the commentary fields. The date that occurs first should be
used for EOSR.
Standard for obsolescence management
An object that is affected by a PCN. It can be a component, a
module, a system, a kind of material, software, data, services,
documentation, resources, know how…
Life Cycle Index. Proposed index from 00 to 99 indicating the life
cycle status of complex products (in particular within the railway
industry). A prototype is indicated by small numbers while EOP,
EOSR is indicated by higher numbers.
Last Time Buy or Life Time Buy. Both terms are used and therefore
the abbreviation is ambiguous. Last Time Buy is the equivalent of
EOS.
Life Time Buy is not a date but the action to buy sufficient items in
order to support the life time of the product where the item is used.
Last time delivery. Date by when an item is delivered by the original
manufacturer for the last time. The item may still be available from
other sources.
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3.0
Term
LTO
LTP
NRND

OEM

Part

PCN

PDN

POC
Product
SOP
VDMA 24903

XML

ZIP

Links:
COG Germany e.V.:
smartPCN:
VDMA 24903:

Explanation
Last Time Order. Not used within this specification. The equivalent is
EOS (end of sale).
Last Time Production. Synonym for End of Production (EOP)
Not recommended for new design. Undefined term used by some
companies and data companies to indicate that an item is not
recommended for new product development.
Original Equipment manufacturer. Term used differently depending
on industry sector. In some industries it is the manufacturer that
makes the product used as part of a complex product or system. In
other industries it is the manufacturer who produces the final
product (e.g. car industry).
A special case of an item like a spare part, a component. In many
cases used for an object, that cannot be easily divided into other
parts. An electronical component is often called a part.
Product Change Notification in general. Document that describes all
changes and modification related to an item/part/product. When
used as a general term then product discontinuation is included as
well
Product Discontinuation Notice. Document that describes that an
item/part/product is no longer produced by the original
manufacturer to original specifications. Synonyms are PTN (Product
Termination Notice), EOL Notice etc.
Phase out complete. Term used in some industry sectors. Date lays
usually between EOP and EOSR.
A special case of an item which is produced/assembled from many
independent parts
Start of production
Standard for communication of product changes and
discontinuation provided by VDMA (Verein deutscher Maschinenund Anlagenbau). First issue in December 2017 in German and
English language.
eXtented Markup Language: a standardised way to describe data
within a data file which allows for easy implementation of interfaces
and allows for interoperability.
A file format allowing to include and compress many other files and
directories in one file. Widely used and supported by almost all
current operating systems.

www.cog-d.de
www.smartPCN.org
https://www.beuth.de/de/technische-regel/vdma-24903/281802112
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